Technology Bingo
Work the room and write in someone’s name who can
answer “yes” to the question in the box.
Has used a
mobile device in
public
programming

Has a blog

Uses FaceTime,
Skype, or Google
Hangouts for
video
conference calls

Is tweeting this
event

Has used
Pinterest to get
ideas for
programming

Watches TED
Talks on
Youtube

Uses Facebook
or Google + for
your
organization

Is upset about
Google Reader
going away in
July

Has used or has
access to
interactive
whiteboards/
SMART boards

Has used a 3D
printer

Uses SnapChat

Is the tech guru
for his/her
organization

Uses the Vine
app

Involves teens,
or young
patrons, in
tech staff
development.

Library has
involved in a
Organization has
Does STEM
digital media lab an Instagram Programming or
or creation
account
activities
station
Library lends
ereaders or
mobile devices

Uses Instagram
in his/her
organization

Reads ebooks

Uses Learnist

Has a Tumblr

Has created a
webinar

Uses Google
Hangouts to
video conference

Knows how to
code

Collaborates
with other local
institutions

Has a Teen Tech
Team- or a
Organization has
program that
a "maker space"
has teens leading
technology.

Creates
podcasts, has
youth create
podcasts.

Brought a tablet
today
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Technology Bingo
Work the room and write in someone’s name who can answer “yes” to the question in the box.

Uses the Vine
app

Uses FaceTime,
Skype, or Google
Hangouts for
video
conference calls

Has a blog

Involves teens, or
young
patrons, in
tech staff
development.

Has used or has
access to
interactive
whiteboards/
SMART boards

Has created a
webinar

Has used a 3D
printer

Has used a
mobile device in
public
programming

Brought a tablet
today

Reads ebooks

Organization has
an Instagram
account

Uses Google
Collaborates
Hangouts to
with other local
video conference
institutions

Library lends
ereaders or
mobile devices

Has used
Pinterest to get
ideas for
programming

Has a Teen Tech
Library has
Team- or a
involved in a
Is the tech guru
program that
digital media lab
for his/her
has teens leading
or creation
organization
technology.
station

Knows how to
code

Does STEM
Programming or
activities

Uses Facebook
or Google + for
your
organization

Has a Tumblr

Uses Learnist

Is tweeting this
event

Uses SnapChat

Is upset about
Google Reader
going away in
July

Organization has
a "maker space"

Uses Instagram
in his/her
Organization

Creates
podcasts, has
youth create
podcasts.

Watches TED
Talks on
Youtube
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